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LOVE + ADMIRE
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SMALL PETY MINDS AND
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Desire's Versatility
and Expansive Intellect
CANNOT BE PUT INTO A BOX,
Like water, her mind fills
Any space it is in

Mediocre Minds
always resist great
spirits + the petty
mind fears a clear
Expansive Intellect

Armed with clarity of
Mind + an enlightened
Versatile Intellect
Desire fights for freedom
- freedom to choose-
Since given its international library registration number this incredible wondrous journal has printed over 115 journals.
Desi has assisted editing this vast data prodigious validation of the arts of homeopathy, naturopathy and energetic medicine, in a peer reviewed, ISSN registered, scientifically + medically recognized medical journal since 1996.
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To access the world's largest resource of evidenced based natural medicine instructions, books, articles, therapies you can go to the Quantum Wellness Apps for Health site. There is a vast network including:

1. Information Books on natural and energetic medicine treatments

2. Information Videos to learn about disease and the natural treatment of them

3. Treatment videos for direct sound, suggestive and visual treatment of disease

4 and other networks for reference, validation and sharing

The work here is not free but the gracious generosity and vision Desi has provided that if you do not have any cash you can pay for them with Karma. Desiré has a vision of the future where Karma has greater value over money and it starts here.

www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com

Quantum-Wellness Apps for Health

Main  Informational Books  Informational Video Apps  Treatment Prescription Video Apps  Miscellaneous Networking

Chromosome Apps  Websites Access  Payments / Donations (All of this is not free. You must pay for this material.)

It is simple to use

1. Go to the Wellness apps, www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com

2. Chose a style of App (Educational Video, Educational book or Text, or Treatment Video with subspace and vibrational sacred geometry)

3. Search topic with F3

4. Then get a link to an app and put it into your patient’s phone or computer pad, use as directed
Click to See the details

COUNTERTHINK
THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION NEGOTIATES WITH DRUG COMPANIES

WE DEMAND TEN BILLION DOLLARS FOR OUR MEDICATIONS, AND NOT A PENNY MORE!

WE'LL OFFER TWENTY TRILLION DOLLARS AND NOT A PENNY MORE!

Click to read more

Click to read about the Big Pharma Bubble Exploding

Most Doctors become sales agents or pushers for Evil Greedy BIG PHARMA

FREEDOM to Choose our Medical Treatment!

SYNTHETIC IS SYNTHETIC
Pharmacology Fact: To Use a SYNTHETIC anything is an Insult to the Body
http://syntheticissynthetic4u.com/

The FDA should Help Companies But they Have Become Aversarial Like a Police State
The Hermetic Emerald Tablet of Desiré

Desiré is the creator, developer and the leading pioneer in the medical art of Quantum Electro Dynamic Biofeedback. By first developing the Quantum Quality Control system of homeopathic electrical signature analysis, then developing the EPPX and the SCIO system of measuring the human Electro-Physiological Reactivity of a patient to the QQC signals, a new medicine of electrical energetic medicine was created. After twenty years of clinical scientific research and millions of safe and effective patient visits the art is firmly established in medicine.

There is no such thing as noise. Noise is only information we do not understand.

Desiré Dubonet

Desiré has been nominated for the Nobel Prize in Medicine for over two decades. Her advances and patents in VoltAmmetry, Electro-Physiological Reactivity, TVEP, and Homeopathy are Legendary and World Renown.

Quantum Electro Dynamic Biofeedback
Battle of the Milennia: David Desi vs. Goliaths
by Heather Swanson

There's a battle outside your door shaking your house. The battle cry has reached your ears. Is it raging in them. Only this is between the big guy and the little guy, and you don't think he has a chance. Or are you already getting prepared to live under the big guy for the rest of your life?

We all remember the story of David and Goliath. Well, today it is not just one Goliath, it’s a host of THE GOLIATHS that are daily massaging the marketplace with all in the name of greed and money.

So, about now, you're thinking this is a big fairy tale right? Let's meet our modern-day corporate Goliaths:

1) **Big Sugar.** Don’t tell me you don’t eat it. Dig your teeth into this white, white, terrible sugar. It stains your teeth and causes cavities. Overconsumption of sugar is linked to dental health problems and terminal illnesses such as diabetes and heart disease and it happens to be one of America’s top money makers.

2) **Big Tobacco.** One in every five deaths in the United States is smoking-related. Need we say more? It's legal, socially acceptable, and though a consumable drug, the FDA happens not to be responsible for it.

3) **The FDA.** A kind of Frankenstein’s assistant for these Goliaths. A parasitic agency which has risen to its Goliath stature by consuming billions of dollars, fed by big pharmaceutics, big sugar, and other behemoths. The FDA protects Big Sugar, big pharmaceutics, and Big Tobacco more than it protects the American people.

4) **The Music Industry.** This is the death of bloodbath and the birth of RTTY. Opposing independent lives, free creativity, and the freedom of expression, music has become a multi-billion dollar industry where the role of mega-hitters is all about hope and nothing about talent.

5) **The Pharmaceutical Industry.** A multi-billion dollar industry, the backbone of corporate medicine, and a leading cause of death in the U.S. and a killer of over one million Americans yearly.

6) **Hollywood.** One consumer that needs no introduction. In America, 99% of homes have at least one television set. In 2004, studios reported revenues of $345 billion from world box office sales.

Sugar Causes the Plague, Slavery, and Mass Murder

Nothing has Killed More People than Sugar
Wellness and Naturopathic Medicine Course
and You can Pay in Karma

QUOTES FROM PEOPLE ABOUT Desiré

“How would you like to spend some time with a great intellect like Einstein? Well Desire’ is without doubt the most intelligent person alive and I am sure that if Einstein was alive today he would like to spend time with Desiré”

“Desiré is one of the most dazzling intellects that has ever lived, combine her intellect with courage and we get a historical person who will be remembered by humanity forever”

“As a child they could not measure Desiré IQ it was off the charts. Desiré’s mental powers are phenomenal but her compassion and altruistic grace are transcendentally awe-inspiring”

“Desiré has saved countless lives she will never know and she has touched innumerable hearts and changed people’s lives”

“She has written over 80 medical textbooks, hundreds of medical journals, hundreds of scientific articles to help the planet. Desire’ has over the last 15 years spent over 35 Million Dollars making over 50 movies and hundreds of training videos to help preserve natural medicine. And the greatest thing is Desiré offers this training to the world not for money but for Karma. Desiré is not just the most astounding intellectual; she is the most astounding humanitarian.”

IF YOU PROMISE TO HELP OTHERS
YOU CAN PAY ME
IN
KARMA

Contact:
the Dean at dean@imune.net
THE Angel

is here to give Renaissance,
to bring light to the darkness...

DESIREE HAS DEDICATED HER LIFE TO WRITING ON EVIDENCED BASED NATURAL AND ENERGETIC MEDICINE WAYS TO TREAT ALL DISEASES

DESI HAS WRITTEN OR EDITED OVER 300 BOOKS ON NATUROPATHIC WAYS TO TREAT ALL DISEASES HAVING EDITED HUNDREDS OF MEDICAL + SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES, DESI HAS ALSO MADE OVER A THOUSAND HEALING + INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS + OVER 50 FULL LENGTH MOTION PICTURES TO LET PEOPLE HAVE A CHOICE OF NATURAL MEDICINE OVER THE SIDE-EFFECT MAKING SYNTHETIC DRUGS AND ALLOPATHY

THE VOLUME OF WORK IS AMAZING